
How to make an eiliton for an Orthodox Christian Holy Table: 

An eiliton is a white linen dust cover that goes over the Holy Table. It protects the altar 

cloth from dust, candle wax, and other damage. It is a large square of linen finished 

with a 1” doubled hem and machine-made crochet edging.  

Note: an “ileton” is the burgundy satin cover that goes under the antimension—the two cloths have a 

similar origin and thus similar names, but the varied spellings will denote the separate styles. 

1. Measure your Holy Table—width and depth. This is your “actual width 

measurement” and “actual depth measurement.” 

2. Calculate how much hem allowance you will need with the following formula: 

Actual width measurement + 4 inches = cut width 

Actual depth measurement +4 inches = cut depth 

For example, if your Holy Table measures 42” wide by 40” deep, your calculation 

would look like this: 

42” actual width + 4” = 46” cut width 

40” actual depth + 4” = 44” cut depth 

For a “standard” 42x42 inch Holy Table, you will need 1.5 yards of linen and 5 

yards of crochet trim (you will have a small amount left over). 
Note: the eilition is sized to fit the exact top of the Holy Table; the crochet trim will extend 

slightly beyond on all sizes—it is customary to have a small bit of the trim visible over the 

edge of the Holy Table. 

3. Now, cut your linen using the calculation above.  
Note: for a very precise cut which will make hemming easier, pull a vertical thread slowly 

and then cut along the channel left by the pulled thread. 

4. Hem a 1” doubled hem on all four sides; mitering at the corners. To do this, press 

over 2” on one side of cloth, then tuck cut edge into fold and press to create a 1” 

double hem. Repeat on all sides. To miter the corners, open out the hem at a 

corner, fold the tip of the corner inwards until the two fold lines touch, press, 

trim diagonally to 3/8”, then press hem folds back in place (see www.avlea.life, 

Demos, How to Make a Drawn Thread Hem for photos and step-by-step 

instructions). 

5. Sew hem along fold, placing stitches as close to fold as possible and using a 

smaller stitch length for a professional finish (on most home machines, this will 

be a size “2” on the stitch length setting). 

6. Sew the crochet trim to the edge of the hemmed linen. Press. 
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